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Abstract: As the U.S. military faces an increasing need to deploy across a range of military operations and environments, the
ability to establish and sustain logistics support remains a major challenge. The Engineer Research and Development Center
is currently developing the Planning Logistics Analysis Network System (PLANS), a decision support tool, to facilitate
strategic and operational logistics planning. This paper describes a site selection protocol for logistics operations occurring
without a suitable port, commonly referred to as Logistics over-the Shore (LOTS) operations. The model uses multiobjective decision analysis techniques to weight different operational criteria to determine the best overall site for logistics
over the shore operations. This tool will enhance the time and accuracy in determining an optimal site that meets the decision
maker’s specific operational needs.
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1. Introduction
The Army currently lacks a ubiquitous system to assist logistics planners in developing a complete sustainment
concept from a point of origin to an operational location. Engineer Research and Development Center (ERDC) is creating
Planning Logistics Analysis Network System (PLANS) to facilitate strategic and operational planning for the Army Logistics
community (Bednar, 2015). PLANS will analyze a set of early-entry alternatives to optimize effectiveness in adapting to
environmental conditions in support of JLOTS operations in austere entry environments. Figure 1 outlines JLOTS operations
showing the potential complexity and variations of these operations.

Figure 1: JLOTS Operation Visual Image
As a subset of PLANS, the JLOTS model analyzes the over-the-shore logistics operation from the Intermediate
Staging Base (ISB) to the Central Receiving Shipping Point (CRSP). The ISB, located off the coast, is where vessels stage as
they prepare for beach infiltration. The CRSP, located on the shore, is where supplies are organized and distributed in support
of follow-on operations. The development of a decision support model will allow sustainment planners to conceptualize a
JLOTS operation and optimize limited resources during the development of a deployment plan.
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